Experiences of staff members participating in primary care research activities: a qualitative study
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Background: The aim of this paper was to study primary care staff members’ experiences and perceptions of participating in a randomized controlled trial concerning Internet therapy.

Methods: Data were collected via five focus groups, each containing four to eight nurses or general practitioners. The systematic text condensation method described by Malterud was used for thematic analysis of meaning and content of data across cases.

Results: The informants believed it was important to conduct research within the primary care setting, but it was difficult to combine clinical work and research. They stressed also that there was a need for continuous information and communication between primary care centers and researchers as well as internally at each primary care center.

Conclusion: Staff members’ experiences of participating in a research study were positive, although associated with various difficulties. It is important to include staff members when designing clinical studies; information should be given continuously during the study and communication facilitated between different occupational groups working at the primary care center.
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Introduction

Primary care is a sector with vast commitments and involving many patient visits. The infrastructure of primary care is complex, so research methods should be adapted to best fit this environment. Research is required to provide evidence-based knowledge, and scientific questions need to emanate from staff members who provide primary care services in order to develop evidence-based health care in this setting.¹² A distinctive feature of primary care is that its activities are spread over large geographic areas, and encompass several different types of activity and multiple professions. An increasing amount of research activity is taking place in primary care centers (PCCs).³ However, there have been few Nordic studies concerning the experiences of staff members who participate in such research studies.

Recruiting participants for research studies requires careful planning, coordination, and flexibility. Close contact between researchers, health workers, and study personnel could result in successful patient recruitment.²⁴ In a study in the north of England, around 10% of general practitioners (GPs) expressed an interest in research, although only 1%–2% were actually actively involved in research activity.¹ Even if staff members have a positive attitude toward research,³ poor recruitment can be a problem.⁶⁷ Some identified barriers to recruitment of patients into studies are: protection of the relationship between the health professional and the patient, lack of knowledge about...
the study, and prioritization of clinical work rather than research.4,8,9

Starting in 2010, a randomized controlled intervention study (Primary Health Care-Internet [PRIM-NET]) concerning the effectiveness of Internet-mediated cognitive behavioral therapy (ICBT) in primary care was conducted in Västra Götaland, Sweden. However, the researchers had difficulty recruiting patients despite a prolonged enrolment period and increased efforts on the part of researchers and primary care staff members. The researchers were physically present at the PCCs during the PRIM-NET study, regularly emailed reminders and made telephone calls to the study nurses and psychologists, and held meetings with all staff members. Written information and a specific short reminder about the inclusion criteria were offered to each nurse and doctor for placement on their desks.

The authors, who had various durations of employment in PCCs, had both clinical experience and knowledge from the literature of the barriers when conducting research in these settings. This influenced the design of the ICBT study, but patient recruitment barriers still appeared during the study, indicating a need for a more in-depth understanding of factors influencing staff participation in research studies conducted in the PCC setting.10

The aim of this paper was to study primary care staff members’ experiences and perceptions of participation in a randomized controlled study, as well as their views concerning scientific research activities in the workplace in general.

Materials and methods
All doctors and nurses (n=31) at three of the 16 PCCs in Västra Götaland involved in the PRIM-NET ICBT study were invited to participate in the present study. One practice manager and one study nurse from each of the three clinics, ie, six individuals, were also invited to participate, resulting in 37 study participants in total. The study nurses worked at the PCCs but received 10% of their salary from PRIM-NET; therefore, they had a different role in the research and were thus interviewed individually. Three individuals declined to participate because of other engagements. Fifteen nurses, three practice managers, three study nurses, and 13 GPs participated, giving a total 34 individuals (eleven males and 23 females). The three PCCs that had participated in the PRIM-NET ICBT study for longest and had the most experience were asked to participate in the qualitative study. The randomized controlled study lasted 3 years, and it was not possible to wait for all PCCs to participate.

Five focus groups were conducted.11 Each group consisted of four to eight participants, comprising either solely nurses or solely doctors, based on the assumption that professional solidarity would deepen the discussion. The moderator (alternating between DH and ELP) initiated the discussion using an open-ended question inviting the participants to talk about their own experiences of research in PCCs. The managers and study nurses were interviewed separately, in order to reduce the potential influence of managers on staff members in the focus groups.

A focus group topic guide was developed that focused on the impact of the study on the staff members’ daily work, their experiences of participating in the study, and the potential influence of the study on patients. A semi-structured interview guide was developed for the managers and study nurses.12 Each meeting lasted no more than 1.5 hours and the interviews lasted about 1 hour. All sessions were audiorecorded and transcribed verbatim. The data were collected in 2012.

The study was approved by the regional ethical review board of Gothenburg. All participants gave their written informed consent to inclusion in the study, in accordance with the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Analysis
The analysis used systematic text condensation, inspired by Giorgi’s phenomenological analysis according to Malterud.13,14 Systematic text condensation helps to develop new descriptions and concepts by presenting the participants’ experiences, as expressed by them, rather than to explore the possible underlying meaning of what the informants said. The first step of the analysis was performed by DH and ELP, after which IS also collaborated in the analysis. With several researchers participating in the analysis, each contributed their perspective, but also strengthened each other’s viewpoint. First, all material was read to obtain an overall impression and to categorize themes. Second, meaning units were identified that represented the respondents’ experiences of working with research in PCCs. Third, the meaning units were condensed and labeled with codes and subcodes. Finally, the condensates were summarized to contents of each code group to a generalized description of the meaning of the text.

Results
Fifteen nurses, three managers, three study nurses, and 13 GPs participated in the study. Collection of data generated rich material for analysis. Participants shared their experiences of
the difficulties they had concerning combining clinical work and research due to organizational demands. A major problem for the participants was finding and enrolling patients. Enrolment was complicated and time-consuming. The GPs experienced uncertainty with regard to whether or not ICBT was effective. These findings are elaborated on below and illustrated with quotations.

Combining research and clinical work

Most informants believed that it was important to conduct research within primary care, and with primary care patients. Informants expressed an interest in acquiring knowledge concerning research and being engaged in the research process. According to the participants, research was one of the areas that had less priority, and the current organization was not supporting research. Many GPs believed that their daily schedule was already fully booked, leaving no space for research activities, thus making it difficult to combine research and clinical work.

“It is important to participate in the study, but I will only participate in the study if there are recommendations from our boss”.

The participants lacked continuous contact with the researchers during patient recruitment, which the participants believed resulted in fewer patients being included and decreased motivation to participate in the PRIM-NET study.

“It felt a bit like I was left out somehow. Before, research was part of the team; thus, the nurses felt secure when it came to conducting the assessment. According to the informants, the telephone guidance nurse said that “the lack of knowledge regarding mental illness made me not go into deep discussions with the patient”. Participants also reported that they lacked time to call”.

The workload at the PCC was high and there was not enough time for research activity. Several of the participants felt that they had no time to inform temporarily employed GPs about the study. Therefore, GPs with shorter terms of employment had less of an ability to understand the study process. The lack of time also affected the ability of permanent staff to collaborate.

“I can say that there was very little discussion about the study between the different professionals”.

A contemporary national organizational change of primary care led to a reduction in staff members, which also reduced the enthusiasm for the study. The organizational change also involved competition between different units regarding reimbursement; this in turn negatively affected the study. Demands from management increased to produce “a certain way, a certain shape and a certain cost”, as one GP put it. Economic compensation of the PCC for participating in the study had only a minimal impact.

“It is enough that we get some patients to remain on simvastatin instead of Lipitor, and we have earned this money equivalent to remuneration for participating in this study”.

Uncertainty concerning how to recruit patients

“Patients with mental disorders are a common group in our PCC and should be easy to find”. This was a frequently expressed view among the focus group participants concerning their ability to enroll patients to the PRIM-NET study. However, recruitment turned out to be more difficult than expected. Most nurses, and to a certain extent GPs, believed that the strict inclusion criteria were one of the main reasons for a lack of participation in the PRIM-NET study. Participants also perceived that patients who were randomly recruited to interventional Internet therapy were positive about their care, while those who received standard treatment were disappointed. This affected staff members negatively.

“Few patients qualified for the study and I think that also gives a resignation among those who recruit patients for the study. It affects nurses’ motivation”.

As one nurse described, “If GPs at the PCC had had a greater interest in mental illness, it would also have increased the competence among nurses”. Many nurses expressed a lack of knowledge about mental illness. A telephone guidance nurse said that “the lack of knowledge regarding mental illness made me not go into deep discussions with the patient”. Participants also reported that they lacked time to ask a sufficient number of questions about the patient’s symptoms in the telephone conversation; this also reduced opportunities for inclusion.

The PCCs used different approaches to assess patients for study inclusion. Some had a model whereby the staff members referred patients to a specific psychosocial team which conducted the actual assessment. A study nurse was part of the team; thus, the nurses felt secure when it came to conducting the assessment. According to the informants, this probably led to a more stringent assessment, resulting in fewer recruited patients.

“We had the study in mind when we talked to the patients. But we have not taken a position on which patients should be included; it was made by the study nurse. So I do not think it has affected us in our work”.

In other PCCs, the telephone guidance nurse made a rough assessment of the patient’s suitability for the study before the study nurse conducted the final assessment. Because of a high workload, the telephone guidance nurse found it difficult to
remember what to ask potential study participants about and this might have reduced the recruitment rate.

“If there had been more time to ask questions and more time to listen to the answers, we would surely have found more depressed patients”.

The staff members had acquired new roles during participation in the study, which was perceived as constructive. One informant said that it actually took very little of her time because her role was to recruit patients to the PRIM-NET on the telephone and she “felt excited when patients agreed to participate”. One informant believed that the project became her responsibility, and the GPs did not take the study seriously because she was a nurse. That a special time was set aside for the study was something that she thought was important to avoid, believing that others thought “that now I sit with the study again and do nothing”.

Reliable method or not

The informants thought it essential to have both verbal and written information about the study presented to them in order to avoid having to read too much.

Since there were several GPs who left the PCC and other GPs who began to work at the PCC during the course of the study, information on the study did not reach everyone. Hence a lack of knowledge among informants (GPs) often arose regarding where current patients would be referred despite the information provided by the study nurse.

“When I started here, I got a little paper about the study. It was so short and I could not remember it”.

The informants expressed a need for repeated information about the study from the researchers.

“The study has not had any direct imprint on either medical meetings or in our everyday work”.

The informants also expressed a sense of insecurity regarding whether the ICBT method was reliable and effective. Not knowing exactly what happened to the patient during treatment felt like handing the patient over to the unknown. The informants also perceived a lack of access to the psychologist/psychotherapist. It was important for the informants to know who took responsibility for the patient after referral.

“I have no idea what I’m talking about when I say to the patient to go and sit in front of a computer. I have no idea and feel stupid not knowing”.

According to the informants, staff members who were negative toward the ICBT method influenced the patient’s attitude toward treatment and study participation. Informants emphasized the importance of remaining neutral to the method, in order to avoid transferring the staff members’ opinion to the patient.

“I believe that some patients would rather talk to a human being than to a computer”.

Discussion

Staff members’ experiences of participating in the PRIM-NET study were positive although they reported various difficulties and uncertainties about the purpose of the study, the process of patient enrolment, and ICBT as a method. All informants emphasized the importance of participating in this PCC study. The main problem perceived by the informants was the difficulties of combining research and clinical work when each PCC was actively engaged in the study. In the primary care organization, little space for research activities was at hand. Moreover, recruiting patients was more complicated than the staff members expected. Staff members attributed recruitment difficulties to lack of knowledge about the study, reduced contact between study staff members and researchers due to time limitations and loss of organizational and management support. The informants felt dubious with regard to the effectiveness of ICBT, which affected both potential study patients and staff members.

Validity and reflexivity

Our sample of GPs and nurses presented their experiences openly, giving us the impression that we received honest answers, rather than answers being provided to meet our expectations. We chose to include only nurses or GPs in each focus group to create a safe atmosphere. This may have been a limitation because an interdisciplinary discussion of cooperation and communication between the various disciplines could have been narrowed.

Since PRIM-NET was ongoing for more than 2 years at the various PCCs, many changes regarding the circumstances of the GPs took place during that period. Our findings might be transferable to other PCCs in Sweden, since the prerequisites of many primary care centres in Sweden are similar. We conducted interviews or focus groups with almost all the GPs and nurses at three separate centers. All PCCs in this study were in the public sector. Individuals working at private PCCs might have given other answers.

All the authors have worked for several years in primary care settings. This could potentially influence both formulation of the topic guide and interpretation and analysis of the information. However, we believe that contextual knowledge is essential both when formulating research questions and interpreting the results, although this knowledge may have
influenced our analysis of the material, albeit not to any significant extent.

**Staff members positive about scientific studies**

PRIM-NET might have been more successful if the staff members had been more involved from the outset; this would have increased their sense of ownership of the study. A way to succeed in performing a study in primary care is to have clinicians and researchers interested in designing studies that include elements of importance for effective and reality-adapted research.

Health care staff members were in favor of research in PCC in principle, but actually being involved made matters more difficult than expected. Despite the fact that depressed patients were common at the PCCs, it was difficult to enroll them into the PRIM-NET study. Two different recruitment procedures were used, but this seemed not to make any difference concerning the rate of recruitment. When the recruitment process involved team assessment, the nurses applied strict inclusion criteria, which might have caused a reduced influx of patients, and recruitment involving assessment by a telephone guidance nurse was time-consuming, which could have been due to lack of practice but also to reduced influx. Problems associated with strict inclusion criteria are, however, a well-known phenomenon. Earlier studies have shown that in addition to strict inclusion criteria, lack of interest from GPs with regard to patients with depression and shortage of time are some difficulties that arise when enrolling patients into studies.

The participants' uncertainty regarding how to recruit patients as well as lack of support from the study researchers indicate that more detailed feedback and communication as well as regular site visits concerning how to recruit patients are needed. Other reasons for not recruiting patients were forgetfulness and time pressure, which have also been reported in other studies. For the researcher, it is important to closely follow the study process at the individual PCC to be able to maintain good support as well as motivation to continue the study. Using established clinical networks in PCC may be another way to enhance recruitment of GPs.

Some of the nurses alluded to a lack of a physician with a “special interest” in mental illness, and had such a person been available, they believed that this would improve the nurses’ competence regarding depression. Lack of knowledge could also have been a reason for the low recruitment rate, i.e., nurses might need more time to interview the potential patient for inclusion.

We found some difficulties in communication between GPs and nurses with regard to who was responsible for the study and who had ownership of the study. The reason for this might be that the nurses did not feel confident in their new role as a study nurse, while at the same time having to acquire new knowledge and competence for their research roles. More regular feedback from the researchers during the study period might have facilitated the nurses’ work with this. Collaboration between nurses and GPs has been explored mostly from the nurses’ point of view in a hospital setting. However, to a lesser extent, the perceptions of GPs have been described as an area with opportunities for improvement.

Some of the GPs expressed doubt about the treatment and a sense of “loss of control” over what happened to their patients when they were included in the study. This skepticism has been seen in other studies of Internet-based treatment. The GPs, although fascinated by the idea of computerized therapy, believed that the computer option was “too impersonal” and would not meet the needs of patients.

**Conclusion**

When conducting a study within the primary care context, researchers should be physically present at the PCC during the major part of the study, supporting communication and feedback between staff members, the research team, and the individual staff members at the PCC. We emphasize the importance of scrutinizing the inclusion criteria in detail so that they are relevant to everyday practice and ensuring that PCCs and researchers are involved in the study as much as possible.
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